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Abstract:
In 2010 Traditional Mexican Cuisine (ancestral, ongoing community culture) was inscribed on UNESCO Intangible Heritage List. In this way indigenous foods and foodways until recently perceived as traditional yet dangerous, immoral and culturally unpalatable were elevated to the status of authentic Mexican food and have been strongly promoted as regional, national and global heritage by the state and other proponents of culinary tourism in Mexico and abroad (mainly Mexican diaspora in US).
Drawing on the results of extensive fieldwork carried out in Southern Mexico (the state of Oaxaca) in 2011 and 2014-17 as well as the analysis of secondary sources (media discourse, cookbooks, culinary media etc.) this paper attempts at scrutinizing the workings of heritage politics and heritage representations in a transnational consumer society. I focus on discursive strategies based on the notions of health, nutrition, taste as well as hygiene employed by different actors engaged in the (re)making of ‘authentic Mexican cuisine’ for the global market.
Imagining palatable ‘true Mexican’ for local middle/middle-upper class consumers and North American foodies has been accompanied by the ongoing de-Indianization and gentrification of native culinary culture. I’m particularly interested in mundane reception of the discourse of native cuisine as healthy heritage and grassroot responses to growing efforts to discipline, sanitize and modernize native female cooks whose artisanal labor is still indispensable for experiencing culinary heritage in urban restaurants, food festivals as well as rural fairs.
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